
The most versatile
groomer
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Versatility
in your
trail grooming

SoucyTM systems are the most versatile grooming 
option out there. With our ingenious four-track 
system, your tractor will get the traction, flotation, 
and comfort you need for grooming your trails.
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VARY YOUR OPERATIONS
Since the groomer is separate from the tractor, you can use the 
tractor’s hydraulic outlets and three-point hitch to install a variety 
of equipment for different operations, whether it’s summer and 
winter.

The combination of a four-track system and an agricultural tractor is an extremely effective solution.

EXCELLENT MANEUVERABILITY
The four-track system lets you turn and maneuver like you’re 
on wheels, ensuring precise, stable, comfortable driving.

GO BACK TO TIRES WHENEVER YOU LIKE
You can go back to tires easily at any time, which lets you 
maximize your tractor’s productivity by using it twelve months 
a year.

A true Swiss army knife

THE SOUCY TM DIFFERENCE

EXCELLENT RESALE VALUE

Since we make it a priority not to modify the tractor, you’ll get 
excellent resale value when you change up your groomer. 
It’s also much easier to find a buyer for an agricultural 
tractor than a dedicated groomer. This means you can 
just get a new tractor and still keep your tracks, blade and 
groomer — a big financial advantage for your club.
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Traction, flotation
and comfort

At work in the French Alps, France

TRACTION, FLOTATION AND UNMATCHED COMFORT
We’ve designed our track systems to offer you optimal traction and 
flotation capacity. We’ve also developed tracks of varying widths to 
meet different needs. The four-track system also ensures constant 
contact with the ground, which improves flotation, traction and 
comfort.
We also know that most operators spend long hours in their vehicles, 
so comfort and a smooth ride are crucial. We kept this in mind when 
designing our systems. Unlike two-track vehicles, our systems hug 
the contours of the terrain perfectly and turn as though they were 
on wheels, ensuring a smoother ride and greatly increasing operator 
comfort.

FULL POWER AT ALL TIMES
Turns can be made as with wheeled vehicles: you can remain at 
full power, unlike two-track vehicles which much slow down a 
track to turn.

THE SOUCY TM DIFFERENCE

EASY, INEXPENSIVE MAINTENANCE

Soucy TM groomers are very easy to maintain, and thanks to 
the strong, reliable mechanics of agricultural tractors, the 
risks of mechanical failure and annual maintenance costs 
are much lower than for a hydrostatic groomer.
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ST-600 ST-600+ ST-600 WT ST-700

Fits all the major
tractor brands

Technical
specifications

 mm (in) mm (in) mm (in) mm (in)

 635 (25.0) 813 (32.0) 813 (32.0) 813 (32.0)

 1,930 (76.0) 1,930 (76.0) 1,930 (76.0) 2,016 (79.4)

 1,473 (58.0) 1,473 (58.0) 1,473 (58.0) 1,613 (63.5)

 914 (36.0) 914 (36.0) 914 (36.0) 978 (38.5)

 432 (17.0) 432 (17.0) 432 (17.0) 483 (19.0)

 254 (10.0) 254 (10.0) 254 (10.0) 254 (10.0)

 508 (20.0) 508 (20.0) 635 (25.0) 635 (25.0)

 1,753 (69.0) 1,753 (69.0) 1,753 (69.0) 1,803 (71.0)

 1,194 (47.0) 1,194 (47.0) 1,194 (47.0) 1,232 (48.5)

 737 (29.0) 737 (29.0) 737 (29.0) 775 (30.5)

 432 (17.0) 432 (17.0) 432 (17.0) 432 (17.0)

 254 (10.0) 254 (10.0) 254 (10.0) 254 (10.0)
 3.63 m2 4.22 m2 4.60 m2 4.91 m2
 5,623 in2 6,536 in2 7,126 in2 7,604 in2

UTILITY
TRACTORS

* Ground
Contact

Area
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This table shows the most popular track systems 
for grooming work. Other models are available to 
meet your needs. Visit our website to see the list of 
compatible tractors for each track system:
www.soucy-track.com

HIGH-POWER
TRACTORS

* Calculated with a depression of 75 mm (3 in)
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 ST-100

 ST-110, ST-110X

 ST-300

 ST-400

 ST-500

 ST-600, ST-600+, ST-600 WT

 ST-700

794 mm
(31.25 in)

2,743 mm (108 in)
3,099 mm (122 in)

± 5,639 mm (± 222 in)

Dozer blade

Maximizes traction on slopes and surfaces of hardened snow or ice. 
Feature: tungsten carbide tip.
Kit includes: rubber drill bit, studs, and installation instructions.

Features: 6-way hydraulic positions with adjustable speed action and 2-way mechanical positions to level or push snow.
Kit weight: ± 953 kg (± 2,100 lbs)
Kit includes: a blade, a frame, an adapter, and a hydraulic hose kit.
The tractor must be equipped with 3 hydraulic valves and a joystick kit.

Pivot left and right
(hydraulic)

Tilt (hydraulic)

Sturdy and versatile, the SoucyTM dozer blade is designed 
specifically for grooming work. Its ingenious design ensures 
levelling precision regardless of the type of trail.
The dozer blade is especially suited to:
 • groom curved trail sections;
 • clear snowdrifts after snow storms;
 • fill in ditches at the beginning of the season.

Hydraulic and mechanical positions

Dimensions of the kit

Attack angle (mechanical) Up-down (hydraulic)

Studs
MODELS STUDS
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The Soucy
group

Our
promises

SoucyTM products are designed by the Soucy group, a 
manufacturing company founded in 1967 that specializes 
primarily in the design of components, accessories and track 
systems for agricultural, industrial, recreational and defense 
vehicle markets.
The Soucy group works every day with the world’s largest 
vehicle manufacturers to develop innovative concepts. With its 
11 subsidiaries and 1,500 employees, the Soucy group can act 
as one-stop supplier for all the projects it undertakes, making 
it a strategic partner for original equipment manufacturers.

The purpose of everything we do every day is to fulfill these 
three promises:

PERFORMANCE
Our products are the most efficient and raise the standards of 
the industry.

TRUSTED
PARTNER
The customer is our priority and we are committed to give him 
first-class support, after-sale service and training.

PEACE OF MIND
From design to manufacturing, every steps are thoroughly 
studied in order to eliminate farmers’ downtime.

World-class
service
Our goal is nothing less than to surpass industry standards 
for service. This is why our dealers and distributors receive 
training on our products in order to address their customers’ 
specific questions and needs. In addition, our team of experts is 
available at all times, and team members are more than willing 
to travel when the situation calls for it.

OUR SUBSIDIARIES
Kimpex Inc.
 •  Parts, clothing and 

accessories distribution
Shanghaï Soucy Rubber
 • Rubber moulding
Soucy Baron Inc.
 • Rubber moulding
Soucy Belgen Inc.
 •   Grey iron, ductile iron and
   ADI casting
Soucy China 
 • Purchasing
 • Quality assurance
Soucy International Inc.
 •  Track Systems, Parts and 

Accessories
Soucy International Inc.
 • Rubber Tracks

Soucy Koutou Inc. 
 •  Sewn and upholstered 

products
 •  Moulded polyurethane 

parts
Soucy Plastiques Inc.
 •  UHMW-PE compression 

moulding
Soucy Rivalair Inc.
 • Machining
 • Inspection
Soucy Techno Inc.
 • Rubber compounds
 •  Polyethylene colour 

concentrates



TOLL-FREE (CANADA / UNITED STATES) 
1 877 474-6665
OTHER COUNTRIES
1 819 474-6665

EMAIL
soucy.track@soucy-group.com

www.soucy-group.com

Follow us:
V04 - EN - 2016/03 - The information contained in this document may change without notice. Printed in Canada

A global sales network,
to serve you better.
We make it a priority to develop a network of 
trusted dealers and distributors to provide 
quick, efficient service to as many farmers as 
possible throughout the world.

For details on all our points of sale or for 
additional information, visit our website at 
www.soucy-track.com


